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PERFORMANCE NOTES
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rub all the strings with the palm of the hand from the guitar's bridge

to the inner of the fretboard as many times as required
rub
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Scordatura

The piece is written in proportional notation in "measures" of 5 seconds each; when a 

regular rhythmic figure appears this should be performed at approximately 

irregular rhythm approximately 8th notes

approximately 16th notes

etc.

Acciaccaturas

fast (with one grace slash)

very fast (with two grace slashes)

example:

bridge  !  fretboard

bridge  !   fretboard  !   bridge

scratch the string with the nails or any object alike

Percussive sounds

pizz alla Bartok, a cross over the notehead means that the string 

must be dampened with the left hand in order to avoid the 

production of pitched sound

round strum as faster as possible always; a cross over the noteheads 

means the strings must be dampened with left hand to avoid the 

production of pitched sound

round strum once as faster as possible : p ñ a m i

round strum twice as faster as posible : p ñ a m i  p ñ a m i

continued round strum on all the six strings as long as the lines 

extension demands (damping the strings while round)

p = pulgar/thumb
ñ = meñique/little finger
a = anular/ring finger
m = medio/middle finger
i = indice/index

latin american percussion damping the strings with the left hand to 

avoid any pitched sound

strike the frontal part of the guitar’s body using the fingertips; 

anytime the spanish word “costilla” is written, the surface to be 

struck will be the side of the guitar’s body

this symbol appears at 3’24” and 3’46”, in both cases meaning to hit 

the respective string with the face of the nail, the result being 

different and not specific pitches because the string’s length position 

struck, near to the bridge or the fretboard

Dedicated to Pablo Gómez






